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Introduction
he acceptance of Ellen G. White’s modern-day prophetic gift naturally raises
questions about the relationship between
her writings and the biblical writings. If
the same divine source generated both sets
of writings, one may legitimately ask for the authority and finality of Ellen White’s comments on biblical
passages. In their history, Seventh-day Adventists have
answered that question variously and those answers are
paradigmatic for the divide that continues to exist in
the Church to this day. Some ascribe to her comments
a normative and final authority in biblical interpretation, whereas others deny them any privilege in that
regard. Still others try to find some middle ground.
The crucial issue is which approach is more loyal and
truthful to Ellen White and her divine inspiration.
This article surveys the history of Adventist views
on the role of Ellen White’s writings in biblical interpretation from 1845 to 1930. While she evidentially
played a major role in the development of the publishing work, the organization of the church, health
institutions, educational institutions, mission work,
lifestyle principles, spirituality, and more, this article
focuses specifically on the role and authority Adventists ascribed to her in the interpretation of the Bible.1
Spiritual, Non-Normative Role (1845–1885)
Early Sabbatarian Adventists believed in the divine origin and authority of Ellen White’s visions and
writings, yet they felt their function and scope differed
from those of the Bible. They believed that Scripture
as the “only rule of faith and practice” was authoritative for all Christians throughout the Christian
dispensation. Ellen White’s revelations, however, were
subject to the scrutiny of the Bible (1 Thess 5:19–20)
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and therefore derived their authority from Scripture.
As a genuine manifestation of the modern-day gift of
prophecy, her visions and writings addressed only a
particular group of people at the time of the end (Rev
12:17; 19:10).2
In the late 1840s, Sabbatarian Adventists gained
new insights through the study of the Bible on such
matters as the heavenly sanctuary, the seventh-day
Sabbath, the third angel’s message, the sealing, etc.
During that period, Ellen White was usually unable
to comprehend the arguments on the subject under
discussion,3 yet her visions helped in that process in
two distinct ways. First, they confirmed those insights
of Bible study, strengthening the faith of the believers
in God’s leading. Second, when those involved in the
study discussed conflicting views reaching a deadlock
because both sides had apparently exhausted their
arguments from Scripture, the visions pointed to
relevant biblical passages not yet considered and thus
brought about unity.4
To maintain appreciation for that divine guidance
and the belief in the foundational role of Scripture was
not always easy, however. The belief in Ellen White’s
divine revelations attracted criticism, incurring the
charge of making them, rather than Scripture, the rule
of faith. To avoid criticism and prejudice, James White
and other leaders chose to refrain from publishing
her visions in the columns of the Review and Herald
in the early 1850s. Sensing that they had nevertheless
inhibited the prophetic gift, they affirmed their belief
in her visions at a conference in November 1855.
They stated that it would be inconsistent to argue that
these messages were irrelevant and not binding to
those who believe in their divine origin.5 While they
subsequently printed articles about the prophetic gift
and material from Ellen White in the Review,6 they did
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not employ her writings to bolster points of biblical
interpretation or theological belief.
Adventists were further aware that Ellen White’s
revelations offered partial rather than comprehensive
insights into the truth. The discovery of the time to
commence the Sabbath is a profound example. When,
in 1847, several people debated about the proper
starting time of the Sabbath, Ellen White received a
vision that stressed that the Sabbath runs “from even
unto even” (Lev 23:32). Instead of accepting this clue as
a starting point to study the biblical meaning of “even,”
Joseph Bates mistakenly interpreted “even” to confirm
his 6 p.m. position, and everyone else accepted his
interpretation. Seven years later, James White recommended a biblical study of that particular aspect as it
had been settled by “experience” rather than Bible study.
At the above-mentioned conference in November 1855,
J. N. Andrews demonstrated that “even” refers to sunset.
Everyone accepted his conclusions except Bates and
Ellen White, who struggled with that experience. A few
days later, she had a vision. Using the opportunity, she
asked the angel when the Sabbath begins, to which the
angel replied, “Take the word of God, read it, understand, and ye cannot err. Read carefully, and ye shall
there find what even is, and when it is.” As Andrews’
study was sufficiently clear, this problem was solved.
Another question arose however. Ellen White wondered if God’s “frown” was upon them as their Sabbath
practice was not completely correct for almost nine
years. The angel explained that God is only displeased
when people consciously reject revealed light. They had
accepted the message as they had understood it. God
waited for a more opportune time to give them a better
understanding through the Bible.7 Thus, He did not use
Ellen White’s visions to supersede Scripture but He used
them to point Adventists to the Bible.
From the late 1850s to the 1880s, Ellen White
wrote several sets of books and multiple articles that
commented on biblical and Christian history.8 When,
in the early 1880s, the Sabbath School quarterly dealt
with Christ’s life and the Book of Acts, church members were recommended to consult, among others, her
books Spirit of Prophecy, volumes 2 and 3, and Sketches from the Life of Paul.9 Thus far, her publications
primarily addressed members of the denomination.
Nevertheless, Adventist writers consistently based
their biblical interpretations and doctrinal views on
pertinent Bible texts. They occasionally utilized other
sources such as newspaper reports, historians, and
other theologians in case they confirmed their interpretations. They refrained from using her writings to
support their views, a custom that was not so much a
sign of lacking trust in her prophetic ministry—quite
the opposite was true—but of deep commitment to
the Bible as the only rule of faith and practice.
Final, Normative Arbiter (1885–1903)
Several early leaders of the church, such as James
White and J. N. Andrews who had participated in discovering the Adventist doctrines, passed away in the
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early 1880s. Afterwards a new generation of ministers
and church leaders felt that Ellen White’s writings
could, or in some cases should, be utilized to determine the correctness of a given interpretation. Such a
use of her writings became more prevalent in North
America by the second half of the 1890s.
In 1886, readers of the Review and Herald could
observe a unique change in the articles of one author.
Unlike other Adventist writers, D. M. Canright began
to frequently quote Ellen White’s writings in support
of matters of practice, implying that her writings were
equal to Scripture.10 Shortly afterwards, he separated
from the church and accused Adventists of employing
her writings exactly in that manner, a claim that Uriah
Smith vehemently denied.11 Both Smith and George I.
Butler continued to uphold that Ellen White’s visions
were not on par with or above Scripture.12 She herself
wrote in the preface to the Great Controversy that the
gifts of the Spirit do not supersede the Bible but were
subject to the Bible, the standard and test for all teaching and experience.13 The discussion between Butler
and E. J. Waggoner on the nature of the law in Galatians 3 (the ceremonial law vs. the moral law) tempted
Butler, however, to look for a statement from Ellen
White in support of his position—a request she denied
him.14 Years later, she would suggest a complementary
view that combined the apparent contradictory positions, showing the depth of thought in that passage.15
Meanwhile, when she lent her support to Waggoner
and A. T. Jones in the wake of the Minneapolis Conference in 1888, both Smith and Butler questioned
her and singled out allegedly unreliable statements
from her writings as they seemed to conflict with their
perception of the controversy.16 They fell somewhat
into disgrace when they opposed the reform efforts
of those younger ministers who, in turn, came to be
viewed as loyal to Ellen White.
During her stay in Australia (1891–1900) and
Waggoner’s missionary work in England (1892–1903),
Jones became perhaps “Adventism’s most influential
preacher,” and spokesperson for Ellen White in North
America.17 At the General Conference Session in
1893, he stressed the verbal inspiration and absolute
clarity of inspired writings, suggesting that Scripture’s
meaning is clear and beyond the need of interpretation. Attempting to interpret or explain a given
biblical text is a usurpation of Christ’s place because
He is the author of Scripture and He alone through
His Spirit can explain its meaning. Jones argued that
“the Spirit of Prophecy,” the testimony of Jesus, is “the
means through which Christ himself gives the true
understanding and right interpretation of his word.”
As Christ possesses infallibility, His interpretation is
“infallible” and “absolutely sure.” Thus, Ellen White’s
writings are the final infallible interpreter of Scripture.
Subjecting Scripture to her writings, Jones wrote,
“the right use of the Testimonies . . . [is] to study the
Bible through them, so that the things brought forth
in them [the Testimonies] we shall see and know for
ourselves are in the Bible.”18 Similarly, W. W. Prescott
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stated that Jesus through the Spirit of Prophecy gave
an infallible interpretation of Scripture.19 By 1896, the
Sabbath School quarterly began to contain statements
from Ellen White’s writings as comments on particular
biblical passages. Interestingly, it was Prescott who
had written that quarterly.20 As influential Adventist
writers led by example, others adopted the practice of
using Ellen White’s writings in interpreting the Bible.
Divided Positions (1903–1920s)
Ellen White’s return to the United States in 1900
brought American church leaders once again in direct
contact with her and with the dynamics of her inspiration. Those dynamics conflicted with the assumptions
that A. T. Jones and John Harvey Kellogg had concerning her inspiration and, as a result, they rejected
her inspiration and ministry altogether. Subsequently,
some turned the acceptance of Ellen White’s role as a
final arbiter in matters of biblical interpretation into
a test of orthodoxy, much to the chagrin of those who
had worked closely with her during her Australian
years, such as her son W. C. White and A. G. Daniells.
Relations between Kellogg and church leaders
became increasingly strained by 1903, a circumstance
that drove Jones closer to Kellogg and further away
from Ellen White, Daniells, and others. Jones maintained his belief in verbal inspiration but he eventually questioned Ellen White’s divine inspiration and
claimed that he had “never . . . put them [her writings]
in the place of the Bible,”21 although evidence from the
1890s suggests otherwise. Jones’ open rejection of Ellen
White and his separation from the church naturally
generated fears whenever someone would express
similar ideas. Meanwhile, W. W. Prescott, who had
previously shared Jones’ conviction that Ellen White’s
writings were an infallible commentary of Scripture,
had come to the conclusion that her writings were not
to be used to settle exegetical discussions.22 Later, he
explained that it was through particular experiences
with her writings—his editorial work with her articles
for the Review, and his assistance on historical matters
for the Great Controversy (1911) and Prophets and
Kings (1917)—that he came to the conclusion that they
could serve as a guide or pointer in study but that it
was necessary to “develop directly from Scripture the
full meaning” of a passage. Scripture itself was to be
the central study.23 He was impressed by Ellen White’s
guidance in the early history of the church and her
masterful advice during the Kellogg crisis, circumstances that strengthened his trust in “the reliability
of the Spirit of Prophecy.”24 However, Prescott’s refusal
to grant Ellen White the role of a final interpretative
arbiter seemed to resemble the position that Jones had
adopted. Anyone who refused her that authority was
subsequently in danger of being associated with Jones’s
apostasy.
The dispute, starting around 1908, over the interpretation of hatāmîd (the daily, continual, regular) in
Dan 8:11–13 laid bare the divergent preferences and
presuppositions concerning the use of Ellen White’s
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writings in biblical interpretation. S. N. Haskell, J. N.
Loughborough, J. S. Washburn, and others, who held
the traditional view of hatāmîd (pagan Rome), felt her
remarks in Early Writings25 strongly endorsed their
particular definition of the term. Prescott, Daniells,
and others who advocated a new view (the heavenly
ministration of Christ) nevertheless preferred to factor
in the Old Testament use of the term and refused to
employ her writings as the final word.26 Those who
held the traditional view interpreted that refusal to
utilize Ellen White’s writings as the final, infallible
arbiter as a clear rejection of the divine inspiration
and authority of her writings.27 Ellen White herself
repeatedly urged individuals involved in the dispute
to stop using her writings because she had not seen
anything on the particular point under discussion.28
W. C. White concluded that God desired to have this
matter settled through “a thorough study . . . of the
Bible and history” rather than “by a revelation.”29 Public discussions on the tāmîd eventually ceased, yet the
differences, prejudices, and recriminations continued
in private.
In the next two decades, those who had been
involved in the conflict continued to express their
convictions on the role of Ellen White’s role in biblical
interpretation. Haskell stated, “A living prophet is an
inspired commentary upon what God has previously
spoken. He develops and applies the words inspired
before.”30 “The living prophet, therefore, becomes an
infallible guide to the correct conclusion of what the
dead prophet has said.”31 As Ellen White was a “living
prophet,” this interpretative authority applied particularly to her.32 Haskell thought that her refusal to place
her writings on par with Scripture resulted from her
fear to be lumped together with false prophetic claimants. For Seventh-day Adventists, her writings had the
same authority as the biblical writings, he argued, yet
when sharing their beliefs with non-Adventists, they
were to prove everything from Scripture.33 Similarly, J.
S. Washburn viewed her writings as a final, infallible
interpreter of Scripture; interpretations that seemingly
contradicted statements from Ellen White were to
be disregarded and rejected. To say that her writings
were not on par with Scripture because they had to be
tested by Scripture was, in his view, “simple Higher
Criticism.”34
At the 1919 Bible Conference, Daniells had made
several significant remarks on that subject. He felt that
Ellen White’s explanations of biblical passages were
“dependable,” although in a few cases “there may be
some difficulties.”35 Scripture was to be interpreted
“primarily” through Scripture.36 To argue, however,
that her writings were “the only safe interpreter of the
Bible” was “a false doctrine, a false view.”37 He rejected
the assumption that her writings were to Adventists
“the only infallible oracle” as Joseph Smith had been
to the Mormons.38 Prescott stressed that her writings
were not to substitute serious Bible study.39 He appreciated the spiritual and practical value of her writings
and although he felt that she had been mistaken on
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some matters of biblical interpretation, he disliked the
practice of some to contrast her writings with Scripture in public.40
In the 1920s, F. M. Wilcox, W. C. White, and a
few others sought to bridge the gap by outlining the
purpose and scope of Ellen White’s writings. In W.
C. White’s view, the quoting of his mother’s writings
in sermons was not necessarily a problem. Yet when
some people felt it was easier to make particular
matters clear by use of the Testimonies rather than the
Bible, he felt that they were putting her writings before
the Bible. He said, “These things have grieved mother,
and she has often advised our ministers to use the
Bible first in presenting truths that were of a character
to call for decided reforms, then to read the Testimonies as another witness to the same truths.”41 Wilcox
stressed the role of Scripture as “the rule of faith and
practice”42 and “the great test book, or standard, of every claim in doctrine and in revelation.”43 Thus, Ellen
White’s writings had to be tested by Scripture, and as
they were in harmony with the Bible and exalted it
“as the one rule of faith,” they were to be accepted as
coming from God.44 Referring to Ellen White’s own
view on the role and function of her writings, Wilcox
emphasized that they were “in no sense . . . to take the
place of the Bible”45 and were not “an addition to the
canon of the Bible”46 or on “a parity with the Bible.”47
Instead of viewing her writings as the final authority
in matters of interpretation, he portrayed them as “a
spiritual commentary” on the Bible and the plan of
redemption because they helped to comprehend the
“great principles” of the Bible. They provided practical
spiritual guidance in a believer’s life.48 Some scholars
perceive Wilcox as “the personification of Adventism”
and the “great mediator” in the 1920s because he tried
to formulate positions that all parties in the church
could accept.49 His long-running editorial work for
the Review (1909–1944) had a huge impact on the
church, yet he was apparently unable to bridge the gap
between the different positions on the role of Ellen
White’s writings in the interpretation of the Bible as
tensions continued to exist along these lines.
Summary
From the beginning, Seventh-day Adventists generally adhered to the position that Scripture interprets
itself, while maintaining that Ellen White’s writings
contained beneficial spiritual advice and inspired insights. By the 1890s, some leading ministers introduced
the idea that Jesus had given the visions and writings of
Ellen White to function as a final, infallible interpreter
of Scripture. Both assumptions continued to coexist
and compete with one another. Some considered the
exalting of Ellen White’s writings to the position of an
infallible commentary as a functional abandonment of
the principle of sola scriptura while others felt a refusal
to ascribe to her writings that role was a practical denial of her divine inspiration and authority. Inner-denominational theological controversies gave rise to
hypersensitivity, keeping watch for giving Ellen White
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either too much or too little authority. The result was a
rift in matters of biblical interpretation that continues
within Adventism to this day.
Toward a Holistic View
The different perceptions of the role of Ellen
White’s writings in biblical interpretation uncover
varying assumptions concerning the relationship
between and the functions of canonical and post-canonical revelation. However, a prevalent underlying
assumption seems to be the unwitting idea that the
final meaning of a text can be deduced either from
a surface reading or from the commentary of an inspired writer. That assumption does not seem to factor
in the following realities. The biblical text contains
(divine) thoughts of eternal depth and their meaning is probably deeper than a surface reading might
suggest. The text may contain different nuances and
aspects that only come into view through deep study.
Ellen White used different biblical passages in various
ways. Scholars have detected in her writings exegetical, theological, typological, parenthetical, and other
uses of Scripture.50 In her effort to instruct, admonish,
and encourage individuals, Ellen White occasionally
applied biblical principles to particular circumstances
without intending to establish a universal rule for all
and every situation. Sometimes she used one particular passage in different ways at different points in her
life. In other cases, she saw the complementarity of
seemingly contradictory interpretations (e.g., on the
law in Galatians). There are further many biblical passages she never used, leaving them unexplained. We
believe that divine revelation presents us with truth,
yet revelation is evidently also progressive and partial
because it never presents all there is to know. Thus,
Ellen White may have commented on a particular
aspect in a given passage without exhausting the depth
of its meaning. We may value the beneficial insights
and spiritual truths brought out in her comments on
Scripture without limiting the meaning of Scripture
and the discovery of biblical truth by making her the
final word and thus functionally a part of the canon.
We should consider how we use her writings in our
sermons and research without giving the impression that we read Scripture only through the lens of
her writings or that we think little of them and can
virtually ignore them. Resolving the dilemma of the
proper use of Ellen White’s writings in that way allows
Bible students to appreciate her comments, to discover
for themselves the richness of Scripture, and to yearn
continually for growth in understanding the deep things of God.
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